
The apparent simplicity of the organization of the

mitochondrial genome is very deceptive. Since the

description of first examples of mtDNA organization [1-

3], the number of questions “how” and “why” has been

growing exponentially. For a long time, it was believed

that the mt genome is represented generally by a circular

DNA molecule virtually devoid of proteins associated

with it, and linear variants found in some Ciliata

(Tetrahymena and Paramecium) are exceptions from the

general rule. However, researchers now are faced with

multiple types of mt genome organization, and their

number continues to increase, particularly in the last

decade. The differences concern the form of organization

of the molecule and its overall size, as well as the mode of

organization of the “nucleoid”, which differs in the set of

proteins encoded by the mitochondrial genome, and dif-

ferent mechanisms used for expression of genetic infor-

mation. Development of whole genome sequencing tech-

niques opened the possibility for analysis of numerous

genomes of organisms from protozoa to mammals. In the

beginning of 2012, GenBank contained about 3000

sequences of whole mitochondrial genomes, including

2683 Metazoa, 109 fungal species, 69 Viridiplantae, and

90 Protista (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genomes). In this

review, we will discuss types of mitochondrial genome

structural organization (architecture), which includes the

following characteristic features: size and the shape of

DNA molecule, number of encoded genes, presence of

cryptogenes, and editing of primary transcripts.

TYPES OF MITOCHONDRIAL

GENOME ORGANIZATION.

SIZE AND FORM OF DNA MOLECULES

Through more than 50 years of study of the mito-

chondrial genome, it has become evident that its structure

takes a wide variety of forms. Six main types of organiza-

tion can be distinguished.

1) Circular molecule with size from 11-12 up to 28 kbp.

2) Circular molecule with size from 22 up to 1000 kbp.

3) Circular molecule of more than 22 kbp with simul-

taneous presence of plasmid-like molecules.

4) Heterogeneous population of circular molecules.

5) Homogenous population of linear molecules.

6) Population of heterogeneous linear molecules.

Further on, we will discuss different types of organi-

zation in more detail. All forms of molecules found in

mitochondria will be discussed.

1) The classical view of the mitochondrial genome

suggests that mitochondrial genomes of most animal cells

are similar. Generally, it is a circular molecule of 14-

20 kbp. Such a genome usually codes for two ribosomal

RNAs, 13 specific polypeptides, and up to 25 tRNAs (the

number of tRNAs encoded can vary from 2 to 24 in dif-

ferent species). Animal genomes contain a very small per-

centage of non-coding DNA, represented by a single

control region (however, some exceptions are known

when the control region is quite long [4-11]). The pro-

tein-coding genes do not contain introns. The tRNA
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genes are situated generally between protein-coding

genes and play, besides their main function – transfer of

amino acids during protein biosynthesis, the role of sig-

nals (“commas”), where polycistronic pre-mRNA is

processed. Sometimes multimer circular molecules can

be found (most often dimers of “head-to-tail” type). The

mt genome of animal cells is an example of this type of

organization (Fig. 1a).
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Fig. 1. Examples of types 1, 2, 4, and 5 organization of the mt genome: a) Felis catus; b) Synedra acus; c) Trypanosoma brucei; d) Paramecium

aurelia. The schemes were made in Vector NTI software with annotations from GenBank (NC_001700, GU002153, M94286, NC_001324).
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2) The second type of organization is also a circular

molecule of size between 19 and 1000 kbp. The length of

the mt genome of higher plants is about 100-1000 kbp.

The main difference from the first type of organization is

mostly the presence of additional genes and intergenic

spacer sequences of different length. The number of iden-

tified genes varies between 40 and 156. In some species,

structural genes contain type I and type II introns. The

genomes of the diatomic alga Synedra acus [12] (Fig. 1b),

of green and red algae [13], and the flagellate species

Monosiga brevicollis [14] can be considered as examples of

this type of organization.

3) The third type of organization is characterized by

the presence of plasmid-like circular or linear molecules

whose number and size vary largely, in addition to a cir-

cular molecule of 20-1000 kbp (size is similar to that of

the second type). This type of organization is found in

many fungi and higher plants.

4) The forth type of genome consists of several dif-

ferent circular molecules in one mitochondrion. For

example, the mt genome of the primitive multicellular

(about 20-30 cells) parasitic organism Dicyemida mis-

akiense (or Rhombozoa) includes a set of minicircular

DNA molecules with size from 1 to 2 kbp. One molecule

generally contains one open reading frame. The number

of molecules per cell varies from 100 to 1000 [15]. In the

diplonemid Rhynchopus euleeides, two types of circular

molecules have been identified with size of 7.0 and

7.7 kbp [16].

This variant was also found in 6 out of 10 species of

lice (Insecta: Phthiraptera). Their genome has several

variants: type 1 – full-length chromosome with 37 genes

and a set of heterogeneous minicircular molecules; type

2 – a set of minicircles, smaller in size than a full chro-

mosome, with one short control region; type 3 – a set of

minicircles bearing 1-3 genes with long complex control

region [17].

Unique organization of the mt genome was found in

kinetoplastids. The class Kinetoplastida can be subdivid-

ed into two subclasses, Prokinetoplastina (accommodat-

ing bodonids Ichthyobodo and Perkinsiella) and

Metakinetoplastina (containing other bodonids and try-

panosomatids). Within the Metakinetoplastina group,

four orders are distinguished: Neobodonida, Parabodo-

nida, Eubodonida (Bodo saltans), and Trypanosomatida

[18]. The single cell mitochondrion of Kinetoplastida

contains a complex associate represented by two popula-

tions of circular DNA molecules: minicircular (105 mol-

ecules of size from 0.5 to 12 kbp) and maxicircular (20-

50 molecules of size from 20 to 40 kbp) (Fig. 1c). The

molecules are linked with each other as catenanes and

form a complex structure referred to as a network, bas-

ket, or an associate. In this type of organization, a true

analog of the mt genome (coding for standard mitochon-

drial genes) is maxicircular molecules. It is believed that

the function of minicircular molecules is restricted to

coding for small guide RNAs, which are essential for the

editing of uridyl of multiple primary maxicircular tran-

scripts. But we cannot exclude some other functions for

minicircles. In bodonids, mtDNA associate is less com-

pact, and the minicircular component includes longer

molecules.

Surprisingly, in cells of several species of bivalves (in

particular, in the genus Mytilis) there are two types of mt

genome: “male, M” and “female, F”, which are inherit-

ed via two pathways: via ovule (F) or via sperm (M). This

system of mtDNA transmission was called Doubly

Uniparental Inheritance of the mt genome (DUI) com-

pared to usual Strictly Maternal Inheritance (SMI) [19].

Sequences of the M and F genomes of Mytilus gallo-

provincialis differ by about 20%, although the sets of

genes and their distribution in the genome are identical

[20].

5) The fifth type comprises linear single-component

mitochondrial genomes that are found in several inde-

pendent phylogenetic branches: in some Ciliata

(Tetrahymena pyriformis [21] and Paramecium aurelia [22]

(Fig. 1d)), in Apicomplexa (Plasmodium and closely

related species) [23], in fungi, green algae

(Chlamydomonas and closely related species), and in

some Cnidaria [24-26]. One of the largest characterized

linear mt genome within Ciliata is that of Oxytricha trifal-

lax [29]. In this organism, the mt genome includes one

linear chromosome of about 70 kbp and a linear plasmid

of about 5 kbp.

Linear mtDNA molecules contain various clusters of

tandem repeats [27] that play the role of telomeres. Nosek

and Tomaska [28] divided telomeric sequences of linear

mtDNA into six variants. Five of them are formed by the

DNA sequence itself: i) covalently linked hairpins on

both ends (for example, in the infusorian Paramecium

aurelia, in the yeast Pichia pijperii, and in Williopsis (pre-

viously Hansenula) mrakii); ii) a covalently linked hairpin

on one end and a cluster of short repeats on the other end

of the molecule (plasmids in mitochondria of Fusarium

(Ascomycota)); iii) clusters of tandem repeats (for exam-

ple, in the infusorian Tetrahymena thermophila) some-

times organized in telomeric loops (t-loops) (in the green

alga Chlamydomonas parapsilosis); iv) inverted repeats

and long single-stranded sequences on the 3′-ends (for

example, in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii); v) complex

clusters of repeats of different types (for example, in

Theileria parva (Apicomplexa), Amoebidium parasiticum

(Ichthyosporea), and in linear plasmids of the slime mold

Physarum polycephalum (Myxogastrids). Another way to

designate the end of a chromosome is defined by a specif-

ic protein that is covalently bound to the 5′-end of each

DNA strand (for example, in linear plasmids of fungal

mitochondria).

6) The sixth type of mitochondrial genome includes

a heterogeneous population of linear molecules. For

example, the genome of Amoebidium parasiticum consists
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of several hundred linear molecules (total length of the

genome is more than 200 kbp) [30]. The same type of

genome organization was found in Euglenozoa (E. gra-

cilis). The overall genetic complexity of the genome is

estimated at 60 kbp, although it includes a set of short lin-

ear fragments [31, 32]. Probably the same type of genome

organization can be found in other Euglenozoa –

Diplonemid and Euglenids [16]. It seems that the mt

genome of dinoflagellates is also includes a complex set of

linear molecules [33, 34]. A unique of structure of the

mitochondrial genome was found in Alatina moseri

(Cubozoa). Eighteen genes are located on eight linear

chromosomes with size from 2.9 to 4.6 kbp; moreover all

of the chromosomes have identical telomere sequences

[26].

Many studies of mitochondrial genome structure

have been done using electron microscopy. Some authors

observed either a ring-type structure with a long linear

tail, or branched. Such structures are, typically, the inter-

mediates of the rolling circle DNA replication process

[23]. In this regard, it should be noted that for isolation of

mtDNA, cells in stationary phase should be used. The

mtDNA samples obtained from actively dividing cells

may contain a large number of replication intermediates.

In particular, this fact raises a hot discussion about the

structure of the mt genome of Saccharomyces cerevisiae

[35].

Phenomenon of heteroplasmy. Heteroplasmy means

the presence of different mitochondrial DNA molecules

in a cell. In most cases, there are molecules of the same

type with small differences. There are two types of het-

eroplasmy: by size and by sites. The first generally results

from the presence in the control region of the molecule of

different number of relatively short repeated sequences

(10-100 nucleotides). Increase in the number of repeats is

believed to be associated with the activation of the

mtDNA transcription process. Size heteroplasmy has

been found in many organisms, including fish, insects,

bats, and others [36, 37]. Site heteroplasmy is generally

associated with the accumulation of mutations [37]. In

this review, we will not discuss this phenomenon.

Is there any specificity of mt genome organization

type in certain groups of organisms? Is there any specifici-

ty in type of mt-genome organization in related groups of

organisms? In vertebrates, there is only type 1 of mito-

chondrial genome – a compact circular molecule. On the

other hand, in invertebrate we found examples of type 1,

2, and 5. However, in this group of animals the type 1 is

predominant, the other types being rather an exception to

the rule. In plants and algae the situation is less con-

served. We should rather talk about trends. Typically,

these organisms contain a genome of type 2, rather com-

pact (100-500 kbp in higher plants, 40-90 kbp in green

algae, except those from chlorophyte algae with size from

15 to 40 kbp) and possessing specific features. For exam-

ple, the mt genome of higher plants contains predomi-

nantly group II introns, while in other organisms these

introns are rather exceptional. In the average plant, the

mt genome codes for 50-70 proteins (not taking into

account unidentified open reading frames and reading

frames inside the introns). The mt genome of higher

plants codes for 5S rRNA – a gene that is not found in

other organisms. As for the other groups of organisms,

similarity can be observed on the level of families. This

applies particularly to Protista. It should be noted that in

most cases significant differences in mt genome structure

are observed in parasitic organisms.

In the last decade, a new systematic of eukaryotes

was proposed suggesting the division of all organisms in

5-8 large “supergroups” based on huge bioinformatic

data sets (including data on morphology, biochemical

characteristics, and genome structure) [38-40]. It is inter-

esting to analyze the distribution of mt genome organiza-

tion types on the phylogenetic tree of eukaryotes. Figure

2 presents schematically the phylogenetic tree of eukary-

otes [37] with numbers corresponding to the type of mt

genome organization as described above. We excluded a

few examples that differ from the major type characteris-

tic for the supergroup. It should be mentioned that the

database containing data about mt genome structure is

extremely uneven. For animals there are thousands exam-

ples, while for the Plantae supergroup there are hundreds,

and for other groups only tens or single cases. For the

Rhizaria supergroup, there is no information concerning

full-sized mtDNA genomes. Therefore, this analysis of

mt genome organization type distribution is preliminary.

For more accurate assessment, the database should be

significantly expanded. As can be seen from Fig. 2, the

most frequent type is number 2, followed by types 3 and

5. Types 1 and 4 are highly specialized.

Figure 3 depicts the distribution of mt genome

organization types among unicellular and multicellular

organisms. As can be seen from the picture, unicellular

eukaryotes (Protists) show the most important diversity.

A similar conclusion can be drawn from the analysis

of gene sets encoded by mt genome.

Mitochondrial nucleoid. The structure of mtDNA

inside the mitochondria (nucleoid) can also be a source of

mt genome diversity. Unfortunately, there are only a few

experimental studies of nucleoid structure. In the last

decade, proteins that bind specifically to mtDNA have

been actively investigated. To date, about 30-35 proteins

that can specifically participate in nucleoid organization

have been identified [42]. Studies have been done on a

limited number of objects, including yeast, frog oocytes,

and human cell cultures [43-46]. According to the model

of nucleoid organization suggested [45], it has a central

part, where processes of replication and transcription

occur, and a peripheral part, where translation takes

place. However, there is a distinct lack of data for com-

parative analysis of nucleoid organization in various

groups of organisms.
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Sets of genes encoded by mitochondrial genome.

Large variations in size of the mt genome suggest that

there might be a correlation between the size of the

genome and the number of genes encoded in it. A stan-

dard set of mitochondrial genes includes genes coding for

complex I (NADH:ubiquinone oxidoreductase) subunits

nad 1-9, complex III (ubiquinone:cytochrome c oxidore-

ductase) subunit cob, complex IV (cytochrome c oxidase)

subunits cox 1-3, and complex V (ATP synthase) subunits

atp 1,6,8. In addition, there are genes of ribosomal RNAs

from large and small subunits and varying numbers of

tRNA genes. This set of genes, with rare exceptions, is

found in most mt genomes, and particularly in the

genomes of the first group. According to the available

database, in many organisms with other types of mt

genome organization the number of genes can largely

exceed this list. Among the additional genes, we should

mention 3 to 27 genes coding for ribosomal proteins

(mainly from the small subunit), genes coding for com-

plex II (succinate:ubiquinone oxidoreductase) subunits

sdh 2-4, and others coding mainly for unique reading

frames with unknown functions [47]. The number of

Fig 2. Schematic representation of phylogenetic tree of eukaryotes [37]. Supergroups are printed in bold. Circled numbers correspond to the

type of mt genome organization.

Fig. 3. Frequency of different types of mt genome organization in

unicellular and multicellular organisms.
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additional genes may differ even in closely related species.

The set of genes encoded in the mt genome of

Reclinomonas americana (97 genes) is often used for com-

parison [48]. This genome is believed to be the closest to

the genome of the pro-mitochondrial predecessor.

However, the number of genes encoded in the mt genome

of higher plants can reach 156 in Beta macrocarpa and

Nicotiana tabacum [49]. The presence of additional genes

is likely to reflect the particularities of the organism’s

development. For example, the conservation of ribosomal

protein genes in certain genomes during evolution can be

explained by the fact that these proteins might be multi-

functional and play an additional role apart from partici-

pating in the formation of ribosomes [50]. Indeed, at least

for 25 ribosomal proteins in different organisms (E. coli,

Saccharomyces cerevisiae, Drosophila melanogaster,

Xenopus laevis, Ascaris lumbricoides, Arabidopsis thaliana,

Strongilocentrotus purpuratus, mouse, rat, human), addi-

tional cellular functions have been demonstrated.

We are not going to discuss the processes of replica-

tion and transcription of the mt genome in the present

review. We will focus instead on the process of editing of

the primary transcripts.

EDITING OF PRIMARY TRANSCRIPTS OF mtDNA

Analysis of presence or absence of cryptogenes con-

tributes significantly to the assessment of the diversity of

mt genome organization. An open reading frame whose

primary transcript should undergo some modifications to

become a fully functional template for protein synthesis

(editing) is referred to as a cryptogene. Sometimes, when

analyzing a set of genes encoded by the mt genome, it is

difficult to identify a cryptogene. For example, editing of

a 438-nucleotide-long cryptogene COIII in Trypanosoma

brucei results in an mRNA of 866 nucleotides [41].

RNA editing is a broad term that covers a wide vari-

ety of modifications in almost all types of RNA – mes-

senger, ribosomal, transport, and small non-coding

RNAs [51, 52]. The very first example of editing was

described for the COII mitochondrial gene in two try-

panosomatid species: Trypanosoma brucei and Crithidia

fasciculata [53]. This gene is highly conserved among try-

panosomatids, indicating its functionality, but its reading

frame is disrupted. Benne and colleagues [53] showed

that insertion of four uridines in the pre-mRNA occurs

posttranscriptionally and restores the normal reading

frame. Later, other types of editing were described in

other species.

It soon became clear that RNA editing is a wide-

spread process and occurs in various species from viruses

[54] to mammals and higher plants. There are three major

types of RNA editing: base modification, posttranscrip-

tional base insertion/deletion, and co-transcriptional

base insertion/removal [55].

Further on we will use two abbreviations: ED and

pan-editing. ED – from Edited Domain – is a fragment

of pre-mRNA sequence that is subjected to editing. Pan-

editing is the process when editing occurs though all the

length of the pre-mRNA, in contrast to partially edited

cryptogenes.

Editing in the kingdom of animals. The first and only

known example of editing in multicellular animals was

demonstrated in the trematode Teratocephalus lirellus.

Insertion of 6 U into the cytochrome b mRNA was found

[84]. Authors have also analyzed mRNA in 12 other

nematodes, but no other examples of editing were found

(analysis was done by comparison of cyt b gene sequence

with the sequence of corresponding mRNA).

Editing in mitochondria of plants. RNA editing in the

mitochondria of flowering plants consists in conversion of

C to U by deamination [56-58]. In the mitochondrial

genomes studied so far, there are about 400-500 deamina-

tion sites within open reading frames [59-61].

Deamination is catalyzed by a specific enzyme, probably

a deaminase that was evolutionarily adapted to use

polynucleotides as substrates [62, 63]. The C to U con-

version is strictly site-specific, and moreover cis-acting

factors responsible for specificity have been identified.

First of all, there are 20-40 nucleotide sequences down-

stream to cytosine being modified. Changing of these

sequences altered the number of edited transcripts. In

some cases, approximately 10 nucleotides upstream from

the edited site were also shown to be important [64, 65].

Bioinformatic analysis of cis-acting elements in A.

thaliana did not reveal any significant similarity between

them; they could not be even organized into groups. It

was found that sequences surrounding different edited

sites are absolutely different [59]. The cis-proximal ele-

ments described above did not form any consensus and

rarely had any common features. Attempts to identify

trans-acting factors responsible for specificity of editing

failed. Initially, there was an idea to find RNA molecules

analogous to gRNAs of trypanosomatids, which could

play a role of trans-acting factors determining the sites of

deamination. However, none of these studies succeeded.

In vitro studies showed that editing sites are recog-

nized independently. A number of partially edited inter-

mediates can be isolated, which are further used for edit-

ing of the remaining sites with equal probability. No evi-

dence for polarity of the editing process (i.e. moving

from the 3′ to 5′ end of the molecule or vice versa) was

revealed.

U-to-C editing occurs rarely in mitochondria of

flowering plants. In most studied species – Arabidopsis

thaliana, Brassica napus, and Oryza sativa – no cases were

reported [59-61]. To the contrary, this type of editing is

common for hornwort mitochondria, where it is as fre-

quent as C-to-U editing. In other bryophytes, as well as in

all orders of liverworts except for Marchantiales, both

types of editing (C-to-U, U-to-C) were found.
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The only land plant in which editing was not found is

a liverwort from the order Marchantiales, for example,

Marchantia polymorpha [66]. Moreover, to date no editing

has been found in green algae – the closest relatives of

land plants [67].

Editing in slime molds. Editing in slime molds has

been known for a long time. Large-scale editing of COI

transcript of the first subunit of cytochrome c oxidase of

Physarum polycephalum was shown by Gott et al. [68]. In

this transcript, 66 base insertions and at least four conver-

sions occur. Editing occurs via four different mecha-

nisms: insertion of UU dinucleotide (and, possibly, CU),

C-to-U conversion, and insertions of mononucleotides C

and U. Insertions are made co-transcriptionally [69].

Analysis of possible evolutionary pathways for different

types of COI editing led to the conclusion that these four

types of editing have their unique histories [70, 71].

Editing by insertions of U is found in all slime molds,

which suggests that this type of editing emerged in their

common ancestor. Inserts of C are not found in the early

diverged Clastoderma debaryanum, and a unique insertion

of C is observed in Arcyria cinerea. In groups that diverged

later, 30-40 C insertions are found. These data suggest

that the mechanism of C insertion emerged within the

slime mold taxon somewhere near the point of divergence

of A. cinerea, and it apparently developed in groups that

diverged later [72]. Dinucleotide insertion editing occurs

only within one phylogenetic branch of slime molds, and

it was not found in other branches. It should be men-

tioned that the mechanism of dinucleotide insertion is

more complicated than sequential insertion of two single

U bases [73, 74].

The C-to-U conversion, according to the phyloge-

netic data, either emerged several times, or it was lost by

different groups of slime molds [75]. Such a variety of

evolutionary pathways of different editing mechanisms

aimed at providing functionality for a single gene points

to an unusual plasticity of editing [72].

More than 500 sites of editing were found and about

500 sites were predicted in the mitochondrial genome of

Physarum polycephalum [76]. In the case of dinucleotide

insertion, the following variants were detected: AA, UU,

GU, UA, GC, and CU inserts. In the transcript of the

nad2 gene, a unique type of editing found only in slime

molds was discovered: removal of four adenine residues

[77]. Genes of mitochondrial ribosomal proteins in

Didymium iridis (rpS12, rpS7, rpL2, rpS19, rpS3, and

rpL16) are subjected to intense editing by the same mech-

anisms as used for the transcript of the COI gene [78].

Editing of two types of mitochondrial tRNAs has

been described for Physarum polycephalum. Two methio-

nine tRNAs (tRNAmet1, tRNAmet2) have unpaired bases in

the acceptor stem, which are repaired posttranscription-

ally by insertion of one G. This is the first and still unique

known case of posttranscriptional insertion of G [79].

Thus, the editing system of mitochondrial transcripts of

slime molds is extremely complicated. It includes several

mechanisms and combines both co-transcriptional and

posttranscriptional editing. Different types of RNA mol-

ecules are edited: mRNAs of respiratory chain proteins,

mRNAs of ribosomal proteins, and tRNAs.

We have described taxa of wildlife where C-to-U

editing has been demonstrated. It should be stressed that

this form of editing is the most labile. It appears inde-

pendently and in various forms in trypanosomatids

(tRNA Trp editing [80]), in mitochondria and chloro-

plasts of higher plants [81], in apolipoprotein B (nuclear

mammalian genome), and in the cellular slime mold

Dictyostelium discoideum [82].

Editing in dinoflagellates. Extensive editing in genes

cox1 and cob was found in three representatives of

dinoflagellates. Editing by the mechanism of nucleotide

substitutions (A-to-G, U-to-C, C-to-U) affects about

2% of gene coding sequences [83]. Editing results in

changing of nucleotides in the first and second positions

of the codon, leading to change in the encoded amino

acid.

Mechanism of uridyl editing in trypanosomatids. The

editing process in trypanosomatids, which was the first to

be discovered, is one of the best studied to date. We will

describe below in more detail how the genetic informa-

tion from the kinetoplast genome (mitochondrial

genome) of trypanosomatids is expressed. The

Trypanosomatids are a group of unicellular organisms,

most of which are parasites. We will discuss the close rela-

tionship between editing and structural organization of

DNA molecules and will trace some evolutionary path-

ways of several cryptogenes.

A distinctive feature of editing in mitochondria of

trypanosomatids is the presence of specialized RNA mol-

ecules – guide RNAs (gRNAs). The editing process can

be briefly described as follows. A gRNA molecule com-

plementary to the 5′ and 3′ terminal regions of a pre-

mRNA molecule binds to it. Then a multienzyme com-

plex catalyzes sequential digestion of the pre-mRNA,

addition/removal of uridine bases (to achieve total com-

plementation with the central part of the gRNA), and lig-

ation of the pre-mRNA [85, 86].

The gRNAs encoded in the intergenic regions or

adjacent to maxicircle divergent region were identified

first [87, 88], but then it became clear that most gRNAs

are encoded by minicircles [89, 90]. For the moment, it is

the only proven genetic function of minicircles [91].

Minicircles can contain 1-4 gRNA genes, each of them

flanked by short inverted repeats. The gRNA genes are

transcribed polycistronically, and the transcripts are fur-

ther processed by the 19S RNA processing complex to

form individual gRNAs [92]. The gRNA gMURF2-II

encoded in a maxicircle is unique, its gene being located

within the coding region of the ND4 gene [93]. This is the

only case known so far of intragenic localization of a

functional gRNA gene. Despite the fact that transcription
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of maxicircle genes is polycistronic, the gRNA genes

located in a maxicircle form individual transcription units

[93]. In L. tarentolae, alternative editing was found for

several genes, such as COIII, RPS12, and ND3 [94]. An

example of alternative editing was also described in T.

brucei: one gRNA leads to formation of an alternative

form of COIII mRNA, which is translated into an alter-

native form of the protein [95]. Thus, alternative editing

can be common, although still little studied, mechanism

of generating protein diversity in the kinetoplast.

Let’s have a more detailed look at the structure of

gRNA. The gRNAs are short (60 bp) RNA molecules. We

can designate three functional regions within it [88]:

– the 5′-terminal region, also called in a number of

papers the “anchor”, which is involved in anchoring of

the gRNA on pre-mRNA upstream the site of editing.

This part is usually about 10 bp and is fully complemen-

tary to the pre-mRNA of the edited cryptogene;

– the information region of the gRNA, starting from

the first non-complementary to pre-mRNA nucleotide.

This region contains information about the number of

uridines to be inserted or deleted. Insertion or deletion of

uridines in pre-mRNA results in restoration of comple-

mentarity with the information region of the gRNA. This

region is called the editing block. In duplex formation

between mRNA and gRNA within the editing unit, both

canonical Watson–Crick pairs and noncanonical G:U

pairs are involved [96];

– the 3′-terminal region consisting of uridine bases,

which are added to gRNA posttranslationally, don’t have

a fixed length. Addition of uridines is catalyzed by the

special enzyme KRET1, a terminal transferase of uridyl

nucleotides, that differs from an analogous enzyme

involved in uridyl addition to pre-mRNA [97, 98]. It is

involved in stabilization of the pre-mRNA duplex with

gRNA during the editing process by interacting with the

purine-rich (usually G-rich) sequence preceding the

editing block. In cells where expression of KRET1 was

suppressed by RNA interference, editing was not detect-

ed [97].

The gRNAs have no catalytic functions in the editing

process, they provide only information. The reaction is

catalyzed by a protein complex with multiple activities

[85]. Great progress in studying of the editing process was

achieved when the first in vitro system of editing was

developed. Let’s discuss the main steps of the editing

mechanism.

During the first step, gRNA molecules “recognize”

the pre-mRNA to be edited through its complementary

interaction with the 5′-end of the gRNA and form a

duplex. Recent studies suggest that the key event is the

formation of so-called “triple-helix” structure of

gRNA:pre-mRNA (formation of three double-stranded

regions) [99]. The first helix is formed by the anchor

region of gRNA and pre-mRNA, the second helix is

formed by bases of the gRNA information region, and the

third results from the interaction between the poly-U

region of the gRNA with pre-mRNA. Such structure of

gRNA–pre-mRNA duplex, stabilized by proteins, serves

as a basis for editing complex formation. The pre-mRNA

digestion site is determined by the first unpaired

nucleotide of the gRNA information region and results in

formation of 5′ and 3′ fragments of pre-mRNA. The

gRNA holds them together by interaction of the anchor

region with the 3′ fragment and the poly-U region with

the 5′ fragment. Then, depending on the structure of the

information region of the gRNA, insertions or deletions

of uridines in the 3′- or the 5′-fragments of the pre-

mRNA occur [100]. It should be noted that no gRNA

leading exclusively to deletions of uridines has been

found. Such gRNA should have been shorter than the

pre-mRNA, making impossible the triple-helix structure

formation, where one helix should be formed by the

information region of the gRNA, which is not comple-

mentary to the pre-mRNA before insertion of uridines.

Generally, deletion of uridines is provided by a fragment

of the gRNA information region, while the remaining

part forms a triple-helical structure and is responsible for

the insertion of uridines. Due to this fact, all gRNAs

always form a triple-helix structure necessary for the

assembly of the editing complex.

Free UTP is used as a source of uridines to be insert-

ed [101]. The number of uridines is determined by the

number of A or G in the information region of the gRNA,

as these bases will form complementary base pairs.

Insertions stop when the gRNA becomes fully comple-

mentary to the edited pre-mRNA [102]. Deletion of

uridines occurs when the 3′-terminal uridines of the 5′-

fragment pop up from the duplex. Deletion also results in

the restoration of full complementarity between the

gRNA and pre-mRNA [96]. Thus, in both cases of inser-

tion or deletion of uridines, the gRNA brings genetic

information into the mRNA. Finally, the 5′- and 3′-frag-

ments of the pre-mRNA are ligated [100].

RECC proteins, 20S complex, and enzymatic cascade

model. The enzymatic cascade model reflects the com-

mon view of the reactions of the editing process [103].

Digestion of pre-mRNA is catalyzed by a specific

endonuclease. In the case of uridine deletions, popping

up bases are removed from the 3′-end of the 5′-fragment

by a specific exonuclease, and insertions of uridine are

catalyzed by the terminal uridyl transferase KRET2.

Further ligation of the pre-mRNA fragments is catalyzed

by the ligase KREL1-2. All these activities are found in a

large protein complex – the editosome [104].

Initially, in several studies so-called 20S complex was

isolated and characterized. Some authors have designated

such a set of proteins as the L-complex [83, 84, 90]. We will

further use the name “20S complex”. This complex con-

tains all enzymatic activities listed above, which co-sedi-

ment in a glycerol gradient with a 20S peak in Trypanosoma

brucei [105] and a 25S peak in Leishmania tarentolae [106].
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This complex can catalyze only one round of editing in

vitro, i.e. to insert or remove uridines only in the first edit-

ing region of one gRNA molecule. Therefore, some

authors suggest that the 20S complex represents only a part

of the real active editosome, or vice versa, the 20S peak

contains enzymes that do not belong to the in vivo editing

apparatus [107]. The question about which protein plays

the role of exonuclease is still open, while a number of pro-

teins from the 20S complex possess such activity.

Three major types of core complex editing have been

described [108, 109]: insertion subcomplex (complex

called RECC2 – RNA Editing Core Complex 2), dele-

tion subcomplex (complex RECC1), and a subcomplex

performing editing with cis-gRNA (RECC3). A three-

dimensional reconstruction of these complexes was made

that enables us to determine the mode of interaction of

protein molecules within these complexes. Presumably,

all types of subcomplexes are present in the 20S edito-

some. An alternative hypothesis suggests that there are

three types of editosomes in a cell, corresponding to the

three types of subcomplexes.

The functional roles of some proteins from the edito-

some have recently been elucidated using the gene knock-

out technique and by inhibition of expression using RNA

interference.

Evolution of edited domains of cryptogenes in try-

panosomatids. It should be noted that the presence of a

gene in the form of a cryptogene has to be examined for

each individual organism, even within one taxon. The

next two sections illustrate this situation.

The structure of cryptogenes in bodonids (the closest

relatives of trypanosomatids) is still not very well studied.

In Trypanoplasma borreli, the cyb and COI genes undergo

editing. Both cryptogenes have two edited domains, one at

the 5′- and another at the 3′-end; both are edited inde-

pendently. This pattern is similar to the editing of the ND7

cryptogene in trypanosomatids. Gene COII, that in try-

panosomatids undergoes insertion of 4 U, in bodonids T.

borreli and Criptobia helicis is not edited [110]; moreover,

there is no cis-gRNA downstream of COII [111]. In the

bodonid Bodo saltnas, a species that is closer to trypanoso-

matids, COII and MURF2 are edited in positions similar

to those of the trypanosomatids. In the COII gene, two out

of four U inserted in trypanosomatids are encoded in the

DNA. The cis-gRNA of the COII gene is found immedi-

ately downstream in a position similar to that in try-

panosomatids. Unexpectedly, in B. saltans the transcript of

ND5 is edited throughout its whole length. It should be

mentioned that in trypanosomatids this gene was never

present as a cryptogene [110]. These data indicate that

editing has emerged before trypanosomes turned to a para-

sitic way of life, and the evolution of cryptogenes apparent-

ly occurred simultaneously either by loss of editing in some

genes (ND5) or by switching to pan-editing in others.

Retroposition model of size reduction of an edited

domain. As described above, editing within the ED is a

polar process and occurs in the direction from the 3′-to-

5′ end of the pre-mRNA molecule. The above-described

ED structure comparison of homologous cryptogenes of

different trypanosomatid species shows that the length of

the ED of a cryptogene can be progressively reduced

towards the 5′ end, up to the ED that consists of a single

edited block (edited by one gRNA, for example, both

domains of ND7 in L. tarentolae). As mentioned above,

the A6 cryptogene in T. brucei is pan-edited by 8-10

gRNAs [112], and in L. tarentolae and other leishmaniae

it is edited at the 5′ end by 4-6 gRNAs [113]. The same

gene is edited by four gRNAs in Crithidia fasciculata and

one gRNA in Angomonas culicis [114]. These facts

allowed creating a model explaining the reduction of ED

length by a retroposition of partially edited templates in a

maxicircle [114-116]. Thus, the ancient pan-edited cryp-

togenes could have been replaced by partially edited ones

[114, 116]. The fact that the genome of trypanosomatid

contains a gene of reverse transcriptase and cell extracts

possess corresponding activity [118, 119] defines the the-

oretical possibility of this process. The similarity of the 5′-

edited form of the gene with a partially edited mRNA of

the pan-edited homolog from other species is consistent

with this model. At the same time, there are about 50

copies of maxicircle genome in a kinetoplast associate,

whereas retroposition is very rare and occurs only in one

maxicircle of a single cell. It is assumed that preservation

of retroposition in one maxicircle may be the result of

partial loss of certain types of minicircles during their sto-

chastic segregation during cell division [114]. Thus, cul-

tures that lose some types of minicircles, and consequent-

ly some gRNAs, lose also the ability to edit the corre-

sponding transcript. In this case, cells containing a maxi-

circle with retroposition of a partially edited cryptogene

are getting an advantage. Thus, retroposition can be con-

sidered as a mutation that compensates the loss of certain

types of minicircles.

Dixenous trypanosomatids at one stage of their life

cycle are obligate anaerobes with an inactive mitochondr-

ial respiratory chain. Under these conditions, the absence

of certain classes of minicircles will not be noticed until

the cells are transferred to aerobic conditions. It can be

suggested that among monoxenous trypanosomatids

there should be a tendency to reduce the length of the ED

in a number of genes.

In summary, we should say that variants and mecha-

nisms of primary transcript editing differ dramatically. It

can be suggested that editing types emerged and devel-

oped independently for each variant. The phenomenon of

editing is probably not limited to the described processes.

This is due to the fact that, to be able to say that a certain

matrix is edited, detailed information about the primary

structure of the gene and of the edited template is

required, and the accumulation of information on gene

structures is much ahead of the database on the structures

of their transcripts.
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CONCLUSION

The contemporary experimental data show that the

mitochondrial genome can be organized in cells in differ-

ent ways. First of all, this concerns the form of mitochon-

drial DNA itself (i.e. its architecture). According to the

form and size of the molecule, at least six basic variants

can be distinguished. The greatest diversity of mt genome

was demonstrated for organisms from the Protista king-

dom, which reflects the diversity of growing conditions of

these organisms. With increasing complexity of the

organism, which happened simultaneously with func-

tional simplification of each cell type (specialization), the

diversity of mt genome organization types decreases. One

gets the impression that circular form is preferable to lin-

ear form. Mitochondrial genomes of the vast majority of

multicellular organisms are circular.

The second important factor is the size of the mole-

cule. It is logical that increase in size enables the cell to

encode more proteins. However, no correlation was

detected between the increase in DNA size and the num-

ber of genes, with a large part of the DNA occupied by

intergenic spacers. Perhaps it is determined by some other

tasks these sequences are playing. Perhaps these regions

have some regulatory functions and interact with proteins

that form mitochondrial nucleoid or have other func-

tions. There are some hundreds of mtDNA molecules in

a cell. Obviously, they have to be structured in the mito-

chondria. Unfortunately, the question of mt nucleoid

organization remains poorly understood. The model of

“multi-layer” structure [45] with different distribution of

functional areas within the nucleoid was suggested. More

and more proteins able to interact with mtDNA are iden-

tified, but whether they participate in the formation of

nucleoid and functioning of the genome in vivo in differ-

ent organisms is not yet very clear. The large number of

DNA molecules in mitochondria raises the question

whether these molecules are identical. The phenomenon

of heteroplasmy is known. Moreover, it is known that

during ontogenesis complex structural changes can occur,

resulting in the presence of different mt genomes in the

same organism.

The mt genome is characterized by great diversity of

mechanisms used for realization of genetic information

and gene expression, as we discussed in the second part of

this review. Editing of transcripts is frequently used way of

regulation and the generation of diversity in the mito-

chondrial genome. Mechanisms of editing vary in differ-

ent groups of organisms, as well as the set of genes (cryp-

togenes) subjected to this process. Sometimes cryptogene

encodes only half of the genetic information or even less,

while the missing part is added from other loci of the mol-

ecule or other molecules; thus the information in the

genome is shared between different compartments (e.g.

mitochondrial maxi- and minicircles of trypanoso-

matids). Such complex organization is probably due to

the fact that in addition to canonical function of energy

production, mitochondria play a role in species-specific

metabolic and regulatory pathways during a complex life

cycle, division, and reorganization of the cell.

In conclusion, it should be noted that much experi-

mental data has been obtained on model organisms.

Therefore, one should be very careful in extrapolating the

large variety of known types of mt genome organization to

all organisms. For example, in recent years active use of

transcriptome sequencing techniques made it more obvi-

ous that editing of transcripts is a much more widely

spread phenomenon, and rather a rule than an exception

in the genomes of organelles.
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